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ABSTRACT

Using California as a test region, we have examined the
feasibility of using Curie-isotherm depths, estimated from
magnetic anomalies, as a proxy for lithospheric thermal
structure. Our method follows previous studies by dividing a
regional aeromagnetic database into overlapping subregions
and analyzing the power-density spectrum of each subregion,
but we have improved on previous studies in two important
ways: We increase subregion dimensions in a stepwise man-
ner until long-wavelength anomalies are appropriately sam-
pled, and each subregion spectrum determined from the mag-
netic anomalies is manually fit with a theoretical expression
that directly yields the depth to the bottom of the magnetic
layer. Using this method, we have obtained Curie-isotherm
depths for California that show a general inverse correlation
with measured heat flow, as expected. The Coast Ranges of
California are characterized by high heat flow �80–85 mW/
m2� and shallow Curie depths �20–30 km�, whereas the
Great Valley has low heat flow �less than 50 mW/m2� and
deeper Curie depths �30–45 km�.

INTRODUCTION

Adequate knowledge of the thermal structure of the lithosphere is
equired for a wide variety of geodynamic investigations, including
ock deformation, mineral phase boundaries, rates of chemical reac-
ions, electrical conductivity, magnetic susceptibility, seismic veloc-
ty, and mass density �Chapman and Furlong, 1992�. Lithospheric
hermal gradients are often estimated from near-surface heat-flow

easurements, but high-quality heat-flow measurements are not
vailable globally, are rarely distributed uniformly, and are some-
imes contaminated by local thermal anomalies. In places where
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eat-flow information is inadequate, the depth to the Curie-tempera-
ure isotherm may provide a proxy for temperature-at-depth.

This paper presents a spectral analysis method applied to magnet-
c anomalies from the state of California to estimate the depth of the
urie isotherm throughout the state. We selected California as the

tudy area because of its large number of well-documented surface
eat-flow measurements �U. S. Geological Survey, 2003� �Figure
a� and statewide aeromagnetic coverage of adequate quality �Rob-
rts and Jachens, 1999� �Figure 1b�. California also has distinct
ones of high �Coast Ranges and Mojave Desert� and low heat flow
Great Valley and Sierra Nevada� that correspond reasonably well
ith geologic provinces �Figure 1a�. These aspects make California
good region to test whether the spectral analysis method can be

ransported to other regions with fewer heat-flow measurements,
uch as intraplate regions of the conterminous United States, to re-
olve areas with anomalously high temperatures in the lower crust.

So far as we know, our study is the first to determine the Curie-
emperature isotherm for California. Using an improved methodolo-
y to estimate the depth to the Curie isotherm, we find an inverse re-
ationship between estimated Curie depths and heat-flow measure-

ents across California. Specifically, the Coast Ranges geologic
rovince is characterized by high heat flow and shallow Curie
epths, whereas the Great Valley geologic province is characterized
y low heat flow and deep Curie depths.

The Curie-temperature isotherm corresponds to the temperature
t which magnetic minerals lose their ferromagnetism �approxi-
ately 580°C for magnetite at atmospheric pressure�. Magnetic
inerals warmer than their Curie temperature are paramagnetic and,

rom the perspective of the earth’s surface, are essentially nonmag-
etic. Thus, the Curie-temperature isotherm corresponds to the basal
urface of magnetic crust and can be calculated from the lowest
avenumbers of magnetic anomalies, after removing the appropri-

te International Geomagnetic Reference Field �IGRF� from the aer-
magnetic data �e.g., Bhattacharyya and Morley, 1965; Spector and
rant, 1970; Mishra and Naidu, 1974; Byerly and Stolt, 1977; Con-
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L52 Ross et al.
ard et al., 1983; Hamdy et al., 1984; Blakely, 1988; Tanaka et al.,
999; Salem et al., 2000�.

A number of assumptions and problems are associated with esti-
ations of the Curie-temperature isotherm. Uncertainties about the

ature of magnetization at depth affect assumed Curie temperatures,
nd the basal depth itself may be caused by a lithologic contact rather
han a thermal boundary. Trade-offs also exist between accuracy and
patial resolution of Curie depth determinations.

Nevertheless, various studies have shown correlations between
urie-temperature depths and average crustal temperatures, leading

o viable conclusions regarding lithospheric thermal conditions in a
umber of regions around the world. Byerly and Stolt �1977� esti-
ated Curie-temperature isotherms across northern and central Ari-

igure 1. �a� Heat-flow map for California, U.S., on the topographic
elief map �U. S. Geological Survey, 2003�. Gray dots are earth-
uakes of magnitude �2, occurring from 1973–2003 �National
arthquake Information Center�. Black lines indicate known faults

Jennings, 1994�. Note that the seismicity is concentrated in areas
ith high heat flow, such as the Coast Ranges. Geomorphic provinc-

s �shown in white letters� are modified from Norris and Webb
1990�. MTJ, Mendocino Triple Junction �b�Aeromagnetic anomaly
ap for the state of California, from Roberts and Jachens �1999�.
ona. They determined an average Curie depth of 20 km and identi-
ed a narrow ��60 km� region of shallower depths ��10 km� cor-
esponding with low P-wave velocities in the upper mantle. They at-
ributed the shallow Curie depths and low velocities to a zone of
levated crustal temperature. Connard et al. �1983� conducted a sim-
lar study of the Cascade Range of central Oregon, which is part of
he volcanic arc associated with the Cascadia subduction zone. They
ound a narrow zone of shallow Curie depths consistent with thermal
odels of the area. Similarly, Blakely �1988� calculated basal depths

or Nevada and noted several areas where shallow basal depths cor-
esponded with high heat flow, historic faulting, high seismicity, and
- and S-wave attenuation, which he interpreted as regions of shal-

ow Curie-temperature isotherms. Likewise, Tanaka et al. �1999�
sed aeromagnetic data from East and Southeast Asia to estimate
epths to Curie isotherm. They identified shallow basal depths
cross back-arc regions and deeper basal depths along the trench
xis as expected from heat-flow values, showing relatively high tem-
eratures in arc environments and relatively low temperatures at
renches.

Tanaka et al. �1999� also noted an inverse correlation between es-
imated Curie depths and heat-flow measurements; specifically, Cu-
ie depths calculated from magnetic anomalies generally agreed
ith Curie depths derived from the 1D heat conductive transport
odel. The 1D heat conductive transport equation

Dc =
��c

q
�1�

Tanaka et al., 1999� shows that any given depth to a thermal iso-
herm is inversely related to heat flow, where Dc is the depth to the
sotherm, � is the coefficient of thermal conductivity, �c is isotherm
emperature, and q is heat flux. This equation implies that regions of
igh heat flow are associated with shallower isotherms, whereas re-
ions of lower heat flow are associated with deeper isotherms.

Our study of California was motivated by a broader interest in re-
ent studies of intraplate seismicity. Following Liu and Zoback
1997�, we hypothesize that one possible mechanism for strain local-
zation in intraplate seismic zones is elevated temperatures at depth,
hich weakens the lower crust in those areas �Zoback et al., 2002�.
nfortunately, most intraplate regions lack heat-flow data �Pollack

t al., 1993�, and this led us to investigate whether the depth to the
urie-temperature isotherm might serve as a proxy for crustal tem-
erature in those areas. We focused on the nominal resolution of the
pectral-analysis method, in the hope that we could detect a correla-
ion between areas with high rates of seismicity and areas with ele-
ated crustal temperature.

Present-day deformation in California nicely illustrates our hy-
othesis for intraplate seismicity. The Pacific/North America plate
oundary in western California accommodates both right-lateral
hear along the San Andreas Fault �48 mm/yr, Kreemer et al., 2003�
nd transverse compression over a broad ��100 km� zone �1 mm/
r, Page et al., 1998�. During the past 3.5 million years, the compres-
ional component of the plate boundary has produced 400–1200 m
f vertical uplift in the Coast Ranges through concomitant folding
nd reverse faulting �Page et al., 1998�.

This compressional deformation ceases at the boundary between
he Coast Ranges and the Great Valley, despite a uniform stress field
cross the region oriented at a high angle to the San Andreas Fault
Zoback, et al., 2002�. In addition, the Great Valley is characterized
y low seismicity in comparison to the seismically active San An-
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Curie depth determination in California L53
reas Fault and associated faults cutting through the Coast Ranges
Figure 1a�.

The differing patterns of seismicity beneath the Coast Ranges and
he Great Valley suggest a fundamental difference in lithospheric
heology in the two provinces; this difference may be controlled by
he thermal structure of the lithosphere. The Coast Ranges exhibit
igh heat flow, with an average of 85 mW/m2, whereas heat-flow
alues in the Great Valley and Sierra Nevada average 40–50 mW/
2 �Figure 1a�. Roy et al. �1972� postulated that the Sierra Nevada

nd Great Valley have low heat-flow signatures because they have
een chilled by the subducted oceanic plate lying beneath them. The
oast Ranges also have subducted oceanic crust below them, but as-

henospheric upwelling from the northward-migrating Mendocino
riple Junction �Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980� or a broad shear zone
t depth �Lachenbruch and Sass, 1973; Thatcher and England, 1998�
ay have generated the anomalously high temperatures beneath

hese ranges.
The geomorphic boundary between the Coast Ranges and the

reat Valley, which marks the edge of the transpressional deforma-
ion, coincides with this abrupt change from high heat flow in the
oast Ranges to low heat flow in the Great Valley �Page et al., 1998�.
rom what we have observed of the Pacific/North America plate
oundary, it does seem that elevated temperatures at depth may be
he mechanism that is weakening the upper mantle and/or lower
rust in the vicinity of the Coast Ranges and San Andreas Fault sys-
em. The presence of this zone of high heat flow may explain the for-

ation of the Coast Ranges and San Andreas Fault �high tempera-
ures at depth weakening the lithosphere� and why compressional
eformation and the Pacific/North America plate boundary have re-
ained within this narrow region.

DATABASES

eat-flow database for California

In our study, we compared heat-flow values with our estimated
urie-temperature isotherm depths for each geological province of
alifornia to determine if we can use Curie depth as a proxy for heat
ow. The heat-flow database of California currently contains 542
eat-flow measurements, compiled from scientific publications that
eported heat-flow values from across California �U. S. Geological
urvey, 2003� �Figure 1a�.
In general, measured heat-flow values from California reflect

rustal thermal conditions at depth, but several regions of California
ay be exceptions to this general rule. Heat flow varies significantly

n the Cascade Range of northern California �Figure 1a�, for exam-
le, from less than 50 mW/m2 to 100 mW/m2. The Cascade Range
orms the present day active magmatic arc, with oldest volcanic
nits of Pliocene age �Norris and Webb, 1990�. In California, this
rovince has a relatively low heat-flow signature �Figure 1a�, al-
hough directly north of California, in Oregon, the Cascade Range
as high heat flow consistent with its magmatic arc setting. The low
eat-flow values of the California Cascades have been attributed to
onvective heat transfer by groundwater flow, masking the high con-
uctive heat flow expected for a magmatic arc �Mase et al., 1982�.

In the Sierra Nevada geologic province, heat-flow measurements
re also low �less than 50 mW/m2�, but Brady and Ducea �2000� and
altus and Lachenbruch �1991� found that surface heat-flow mea-
urements for the Sierra Nevada do not reflect modeled temperatures
t depth. Specifically, modeled temperatures are high and predict
urface heat-flow measurements of 49 to 120 mW/m2 �Brady and
ucea, 2000�; these values exceed observed heat-flow values in the
ierra Nevada by approximately 15–100 mW/m2 �e.g., Figure 1a�.
altus and Lachenbruch �1991� suggest that asthenospheric up-
elling generated by the northward-migrating Mendocino Triple

unction reached the southern Sierra Nevada 20 Ma, at the begin-
ing of its uplift, but this heat pulse has not yet reached the surface.
herefore, in the Sierra Nevada, surface heat-flow measurements
ay not accurately indicate thermal conditions at depth.
Despite these specific discrepancies between heat-flow measure-
ents and thermal conditions at depth in the California Cascades

nd Sierra Nevada, most heat-flow measurements from the Coast
anges, Great Valley, Mojave Desert, and Transverse Ranges proba-
ly do reflect the crustal thermal gradient.

eromagnetic anomaly map for California

We estimated Curie-temperature isotherm depths using the mag-
etic anomaly map of California �Roberts and Jachens, 1999� �Fig-
re 1b�. The magnetic anomaly map was compiled from numerous
ndividual aeromagnetic surveys conducted at various times and
ith different flight elevations and line spacings. Individual surveys
ere gridded to a common projection and sample interval �1 km�,

onverted to anomaly values by subtraction of the appropriate IGRF,
nalytically continued to a surface �305 m above terrain�, and
moothly merged with neighboring surveys.

CURIE-TEMPERATURE ISOTHERM
DEPTH ESTIMATES

ethod

Our method to estimate the depth to the Curie-temperature iso-
herm relies on previous methodologies that analyzed spectral infor-

ation within subregions of a magnetic data set �Smith et al., 1974;
huey et al., 1977; Boler, 1978; Connard et al., 1983; Blakely, 1988�.
ithin each subregion, we assume that magnetization, M�x,y�, has a

igh degree of randomness and is confined between two horizontal
urfaces at depths zt and zb �depth to the top and depth to the bottom,
espectively�. The power-density spectrum of the observed magnet-
c field is given by

�h�kx,ky� = A�kx,ky��M�kx,ky��e−kzt − e−kzb�2, �2�

here �M�kx,ky� is the power-density spectrum of the magnetiza-
ion, A�kx,ky� is a function that depends on the vector directions of

agnetization and ambient field �Blakely, 1995�; kx and ky are wave-
umbers in the x- and y-directions, respectively, and

k = �kx
2 + ky

2�1/2. �3�

The 2D power-density spectrum is averaged within concentric
ings about the origin, transforming equation 2 into a 1D spectrum

�h�k� = A�M�k��e−kzt − e−kzb�2, �4�

here A is a constant. This averaging around the origin is valid only
f we assume that the statistical properties of M�x,y� are not direc-
ionally dependent. We can calculate an estimate of �M�k� without
ctually knowing the details of M�x,y� because of the assumption
hat the statistical properties of the magnetization are random �Spec-
or and Grant, 1970�. Thus, zt and zb are the only unknowns in equa-
ion 4.
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L54 Ross et al.
Our method has evolved from published methods in several ways.
ather than dividing the aeromagnetic data into overlapping subre-
ions of equal dimensions on a uniform grid, we distribute subre-
ions across California and systematically vary the dimension W of
ach subregion. Subregions are increased in dimension until a peak
n the power spectrum is observed at k � kf, where

kf =
2�

W
�5�

s the fundamental wavenumber �Figure 2�. The presence of a peak at
� kf indicates that the bottom of the magnetic layer is being re-

olved, i.e., the dimensions of the subregion are large enough to in-
lude long wavelength signal caused by sources at the bottom of the
agnetic layer.

igure 2. Normalized radial power spectrums for a� subregion with
= 130 km, and b� subregion with W = 180 km. The black solid-

ot curves are the power-density spectrums for each subregion, and
he solid colored curves are the best-fit curves from equation 4 to the
ow-wavenumber portion of the spectrums. Error bars are the 95%
onfidence limits calculated from the spectral values within
ach ring used in the calculation of the 1D radial spectrum �M�k�.
he Nyquist wavenumber is �.
Increasing the dimension of each subregion in this fashion was
ecessary because of the complexity of California geology. Geolog-
c provinces vary markedly in terms of thermal properties and lateral
imensions. For example, the Coast Ranges geologic province is as-
ociated with high heat flow �80–85 mW/m2� and is approximately
20 km wide in the east-west direction. Thus, subregions with W

120 km incorporate anomalies from the neighboring Great Valley
eologic province, a contamination that affects the estimation of
asal depth within the Coast Ranges. On the other hand, the Great
alley is characterized by low heat flow �less than 50 mW/m2�, sug-
esting that the Curie isotherm for this province will be deep. Subre-
ions in the Great Valley geologic province must be sufficiently
arge to capture the longest wavelengths of magnetic anomalies as-
ociated with this deep Curie isotherm �Shuey et al., 1977�.

To alleviate the problems of contamination, we placed center
oints for subregions within geologic provinces to capture and em-
hasize aeromagnetic anomalies associated with each province.
his is in contrast to previous methods that used uniform grids of
verlapping subregions, forcing center points to follow a secondary
niform grid. A uniform grid of center points would ultimately cap-
ure magnetic anomalies from neighboring geological provinces
ith contrasting crustal thermal conditions.
We note that subregions for the Great Valley, because of their large

imensions �W = 240 km�, will include magnetic anomalies from
he Coast Ranges, Sierra Nevada, and Cascade Range provinces.
owever, as noted earlier, these neighboring provinces all have

rustal temperatures higher than the Great Valley. We have made the
reat Valley subregions large enough to resolve the peak in the pow-

r-density spectrum from the longest wavelengths associated with
he Great Valley, rather than the shorter wavelengths from the warm-
r geological provinces.

Another variation on previous methodologies regards the manner
n which we analyze the spectra. Most previous methods �e.g., Con-
ard et al., 1983; Blakely, 1988; Okubo and Tsu, 1992; Tanaka et al.,
999� used a two-step process to estimate basal depth: First the posi-
ion of the spectral peak relative to k was determined, then straight
ines were fit to a specific part of the spectrum. Here we use a one-
tep procedure by actually fitting equation 4 to observed power-den-
ity spectra to estimate zb �a suggestion made to us by G. Connard,
ersonal communication, 2004� �Figure 2�. We believe that by re-
ucing this process to a single step, we introduce less error in the fi-
al estimation. Determining the correct straight-line portion of the
pectrum is often ambiguous, and estimates of zb are very sensitive to
he length of this straight line. Our one-step method requires that we
ook at the entire shape of the spectral peak, which Shuey et al.
1977� state is an essential requirement for “good resolution of zb.”

Our method proceeds as follows.

� We designate subregion centers within geological provinces
and divide the aeromagnetic data into square subregions of di-
mension W centered over each subregion center. An average
value for each subregion is removed from the aeromagnetic
data for that subregion.

� A 2D Fourier transform is applied to each subregion, using the
method of Ricard and Blakely �1988� to minimize edge effects.

� Each 2D Fourier transform is reduced to a 1D radial spectrum
�h�k� by averaging amplitude values within overlapping rings
that are concentric about the spectral origin as shown in equa-
tion 4.
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Curie depth determination in California L55
� If a peak occurs at k � kf, we manually fit equation 4 to the
low-wavenumber portion of the power spectrum, thus obtain-
ing zb �Figure 2�.

f a peak does not occur, we increase W and repeat steps 2–4, con-
inuing in this fashion until a peak is observed. The value W was ini-
ially set at 90 km and increased to 250 km, in increments of 10 km.

We fit equation 4 to the low-wavenumber end of the power-densi-
y spectrum through trial and error, varying zt and zb to determine the
est fit to the spectral peak. Because most of the information on the
epth to the base of the magnetic layer is contained in the low-wave-
umber, peaked portion of the spectrum, our fits concentrated on this
art of the spectrum, typically at wavenumbers less than 0.5
adians/km. We found that manually fitting the theoretical curve
rovided better results than using a nonlinear, least-squares method
ecause the nonlinear, least-squares method gave geologically unre-
listic depths to the base of the magnetic crust �depths between
0–100 km�. By manually fitting equation 4, we found the best fit
urves within geologically realistic bounds �zb no greater than the
oho for each geological province�. Although we cannot prove the

niqueness of our method, on the basis of numerous trials we believe
he repeatability of our results to be within ±5 km for both zt and zb.

To quantify the error in the estimated basal depths, we fitted multi-
le curves to the peak of the spectrum and considered the minimum
nd maximum zb values determined from the theoretical curves to
efine a range of acceptable basal depths. The theoretical curves
ere kept within the 95% confidence bounds for each power-density

pectrum. Figure 2 shows two power-density spectra from different
ubregions, with a number of theoretical curves that fit each spec-
rum. Estimated basal depth is most sensitive to the shape of the
pectral peak. If zt is held constant, a broad peak tends to give shal-
ow basal depths, whereas steeper peaks give deeper depths.

As a verification of our methodology, we also applied the method
f Okubo and Tsu �1992� to the same subregions. Curie depths esti-
ated using Okubo and Tsu’s method are in good agreement with

ur estimates.

ssumptions and caveats

A number of assumptions and potential problems are associated
ith these Curie-depth calculations. Deep magnetic sources have

ong wavelengths and low amplitudes, which makes them difficult to
istinguish from anomalies caused by shallow sources. The dimen-
ion W of the subregion must be sufficiently large to capture these
ong wavelengths, which forces a trade-off between accurately de-
ermining zb within each subregion and resolving small changes in
b across subregions. Further, regional-scale magnetic-anomaly da-
abases are usually a mosaic of individual aeromagnetic surveys.
ubtle discontinuities can occur along survey boundaries owing to
ifferences in survey specifications �flight-line spacing and flight al-
itude, for example�, regional-field removal, and quality of data ac-
uisition. These discontinuities can contribute long-wavelength
oise to the regional compilation and may contaminate long-wave-
ength signal caused by deep magnetic sources �Grauch, 1993�. Rob-
rts and Jachens �1999� did not quantitatively estimate errors associ-
ted with the merging of California aeromagnetic surveys, but they
id note the potential for errors introduced by continuing the data to
common reference level �305 m above terrain� and from variabili-

y of survey specifications and quality.
Our method assumes that magnetic measurements are made on a

orizontal surface, whereas the California aeromagnetic compila-
ion has been analytically continued to a surface with constant ter-
ain clearance �305 m above terrain�. We have investigated the im-
lications of this decision by analytically continuing specific subre-
ions of the California data to uniform altitudes �for example, the
ighest elevation in a subregion and midway between the highest
nd lowest elevation in a subregion� and recalculating the depth ex-
ent for those subregions. Our tests indicate that using a draped sur-
ace introduces only small differences �less than ±2 km�.

The assumption of random magnetization is critical to this spec-
ral-analysis method in order that the power-density spectrum
�M�kx,ky�� in equation 2 be a constant. The degree of randomness,
owever, depends on the geology of the region. The magnetization
f an extrusive volcanic layer, for example, may have different sta-
istical properties from plutonic rocks �Blakely, 1988�. Fedi et al.
1997� and Pilkington et al. �1994� have shown that magnetization
ctually has a degree of correlation and have suggested power-law
ecay rates to correct for this correlation. There is no agreement on
he decay rates that should be used, however, so we have assumed a
urely uncorrelated magnetization in our investigation.

Disagreement also remains over the actual Curie temperature to
e assumed in Curie-temperature isotherm studies. The Curie tem-
erature of titanomagnetite at atmospheric pressure varies with tita-
ium content, from 580°C for pure magnetite �Fe3O4� to −100°C
or ulvöspinel �Fe2TiO4� �Stacey and Banerjee, 1974�. Moreover,
aggerty �1978� argued that magnetic anomalies may arise from al-

oys of iron within the crust, resulting in Curie temperatures ranging
rom 600°C to 1100°C. Other rock-magnetic studies, however,
ave concluded that deep crustal rocks should have Curie tempera-
ures ranging from 550°C to 600°C. Schlinger �1985� tested 40
ock samples representative of all lithologies from Lofoten and Vest-
rålen, Norway, and each had a Curie temperature between 550°C
nd 575°C. Frost and Shive �1986� studied the magnetic mineral
ompositions of xenoliths derived from deep continental crust that
ere exposed at the surface in plutonic and high-grade metamorphic

errains. They concluded that magnetite is the dominant magnetic
ineral contributing to long-wavelength magnetic anomalies in

ontinental crust; hence, 580°C is a reasonable Curie temperature
or deep crustal rocks. We concur with Schlinger �1985� and Frost
nd Shive �1986� and have assumed 580°C to be the Curie tempera-
ure in continental crust.

Finally, the depth to the base of all magnetic sources is not neces-
arily the Curie-temperature isotherm. The estimated basal depth
ay correspond to a vertical change in lithology, such as a subhori-

ontal detachment fault or unconformity. For example, the spectral-
nalysis method may find zb at a contact between young volcanic
ocks overlying a thick section of weakly magnetic sedimentary
ocks, even though the Curie temperature lies at greater depth. In
ery low heat-flow regions, the Curie isotherm may lie deeper than
he Moho, and because mantle rocks are typically nonmagnetic �e.g.,
aad, 1969�, zb in such regions would correspond to Moho rather

han the actual Curie depth. Thus, the deepest zb that should be calcu-
ated with this method is the depth to the Moho. The depths to the

oho for the geological provinces of California are 28–30 km for
he southern Coast Ranges �Page et al., 1998; Godfrey et al., 1997�,
5–40 km for the Great Valley �Godfrey et al., 1997; Fliedner et al.,
000�, 40–42 km for the Sierra Nevada �Fliedner et al., 2000; Surp-
ess et al., 2002�, 27–30 km for the Mojave Desert �Zhu and Kan-
mori, 2000�, and 30–37 km for the Transverse Ranges �Zhu and
anamori, 2000�.
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RESULTS

Estimated depths to the base of the magnetic crust are detailed in
able 1, shown relative to the elevation of the magnetic anomaly
ap �305 m above terrain�. We have attempted to assign subjective

uality values to each depth estimate based on the contamination
ithin each subregion from adjacent geological provinces, the mag-
itude of the error bars on each power-density spectrum, and the
agnitude of the range in basal depths estimated for each subregion.
uality values assigned to the estimates are: A is excellent, B is
ood, and C is fair. As discussed subsequently, comparison of Table
with heat-flow values and the thickness of the seismogenic crust

rovides additional confidence in our basal depth determinations.
The map in Figure 3 shows the depth to the Curie-temperature iso-

herm in California, determined by applying a minimum-curvature
lgorithm to the basal depth values in Table 1. Figure 3 shows a gen-
ral inverse relation between heat flow and depth to the Curie iso-
herm, as expected from equation 1. In particular, depths to the base
f magnetic crust determined from subregions centered over the
reat Valley �Figure 3; points 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9� are generally deeper

han those determined for the Coast Ranges and Mojave Desert.
As with any interpolation algorithm, contours are only truly accu-

ate near observation points, and contours far from observation
oints should be interpreted with caution. For example, the shallow
asal depths interpolated between points 5 and 6 �Figure 3� over the
reat Valley are probably too shallow; they should be similar to val-
es at points 4 and 7 �Figure 3�, in accordance with the heat flow for
hat part of the Great Valley �Figure 1a: less than 40 mW/m2�. In ad-
ition, interpolated depths southwest of point 12 �Figure 3� are shal-
ower than expected from the heat-flow values for that region
45–60 mW/m2�, and points 5 and 10, subregions centered over the
reat Valley/Sierra Nevada, also have shallower Curie depths than

xpected from the heat-flow values in each of those regions �less
han 50 mW/m2�.

Figure 4 shows average heat flow versus estimated basal depth for
ach subregion. Average heat-flow values in Figure 4 were calculat-
d using all heat-flow measurements within each subregion, with
wo exceptions: heat-flow values greater than 100 mW/m2 or less
han 20 mW/m2 were rejected, and heat-flow measurements were
estricted to the geologic province appropriate for each subregion.

The theoretical curves in Figure 4 follow from equation 1 for vari-
us values of thermal conductivity typical of crustal rocks �Sass et
l., 1971�. The average thermal conductivity for the crust in Califor-
ia is 2.5 W/m°K �C. Williams, personal communication, 2004�
nd calculated basal depths generally follow this curve in Figure 4.

able 1. Minimum and maximum zb estimates for each subre
is good, and C is fair). Refer to Figure 3 for the geographic

ubregions 1 2 3 4 5 6

eologic
rovince

GV/SN GV/SN GV/SN GV/SN GV/SN CR

b min
km�

40 30 30 25 18 25

b max
km�

45 45 45 40 30 28

uality B C C C B A
owever, a spread of conductivities ranging from 1.3 W/m°K
o 3.6 W/m°K also explains the data.

Figure 4 shows a general inverse correlation between heat flow
nd estimated basal depth, as predicted by equation 1, indicating that
pectral analysis of magnetic anomalies provides useful information
egarding thermal conditions in the crust. On the other hand, the
arge scatter of points in Figure 4 implies that using Curie-depth esti-

ates as a proxy for heat-flow measurements would be problematic.
n particular, shallow estimates of basal depths, between approxi-
ately 20–35 km, are spread over a particularly wide range of heat-
ow values �30–80 mW/m2�.

DISCUSSION

Within the scatter of our results, we interpret basal depths in Fig-
res 3 and 4 to generally reflect depths to the Curie-temperature iso-
herm rather than lithologic contacts. Across California, there are
everal known contacts in vertical section between highly magnetic
nd weakly magnetic crust �Franciscan rocks beneath ophiolites, for
xample� that could produce false bottoms in our calculations of bas-
l depths �Page et al., 1998�. These contacts occur mainly beneath
he eastern Coast Ranges and western and central Great Valley at
epths above 20 km �Godfrey et al. 1997; Page et al., 1998; Fliedner
t al., 2000; Constenius et al., 2000�, which is shallower than our cal-
ulated basal depths for these provinces �the shallowest estimated
asal depths for both provinces in these areas are 20 km and 30 km,
espectively�. In addition, we observe that areas with highest heat
ow generally have shallowest basal depths, namely the Coast
anges and Mojave Desert �Figures 3 and 4�, which also supports
ur assumption that the estimated basal depths correspond with
epth to the Curie-temperature isotherm. The geology of California
s very complicated, however, and we may have overlooked a struc-
ural or lithological contact at depth. It is also possible that the statis-
ical properties of M�x,y� vary from province to province, rather
han remaining random as assumed.

The large scatter in Figure 4 derives from several factors, includ-
ng nonconductive heat transport and poor resolution of Curie
epths. Convection may be an important heat-transfer mechanism in
alifornia, making the 1D, conductive heat-transport model �equa-

ion 1� inappropriate for representing thermal structure, as well as
ausing heat-flow measurements to inaccurately reflect conductive
emperatures at depth. In addition, as pointed out by Shuey et al.
1977�, an accurate representation of the shape of the low-wavenum-
er spectral peak is an essential requirement for resolution of zb. The
nly way to increase the resolution of the low-wavenumber peak is
o increase the subregion dimensions, but the sizes of our subregions

ith a quality value assigned to the estimates (A is excellent,
on of each subregion.

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

N CR GV/SN GV/SN M TR M M TR TR M M

20 30 16 28 18 18 18 25 28 16 20

30 40 30 35 20 30 30 35 32 20 30

A B B B B B B B B A B
gion w
locati

7

GV/S

35

40

B
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re limited by the lateral extent of geologic provinces. In relatively
mall geologic provinces, like the Coast Ranges, window dimen-
ions may be insufficient to properly sample the low-wavenumber
art of the spectrum. Moreover, areas with low heat flow, like the
reat Valley, require particularly large subregions because of the ex-
ected deep Curie isotherm, and large subregions may extend into
eighboring geologic provinces with higher heat flow. A related
roblem involves the derivation of equation 4 from equation 2. Be-
ause of the geometry of the 2D power spectrum, radial averages at
ow wavenumbers involve only a few points, thus limiting the reso-
ution of the low-wavenumber peak.

In summary, our calculated Curie depths for California show the
xpected pattern: Shallow depths correspond to areas with high heat
ow, while deeper depths correspond to areas with low heat flow. On

he other hand, the resolution of our calculation �Figure 4� is insuffi-
ient to distinguish areas with high temperatures in the lower crust
ithout independent knowledge of the geology and abundant heat-
ow measurements. As noted in the Results section, calculated Cu-
ie depths of 20–35 km correspond to a wide range of measured
eat-flow values. Relying strictly on Figure 4 and ignoring heat flow,
s we would be forced to do in an area with sparse heat-flow mea-
urements, we would probably classify the deepest Coast Range and

ojave Desert Curie depths �points 8 and 11 in Figures 3 and 4� as
reas with moderate temperatures in the lower crust, even though
hese regions are characterized by high heat flow.

In contrast, when using only heat-flow values to independently
erify our estimated Curie depths, we would probably reject the Cu-
ie depths estimated for subregions 5 and 10 �Figures 3 and 4�. Both
f these subregions straddle the Sierra Nevada and Great Valley geo-
ogic provinces and appear to have Curie depths shallower than pre-
icted by their heat-flow values. However, according to Brady and

igure 3. Interpolated map of 18 estimated Curie depths for Califor-
ia. Contour interval is 2 km. Orange triangles, inverted triangles,
ircles, and squares mark the center points of the subregions de-
cribed below. Triangles denote Great Valley/Sierra Nevada subre-
ions, inverted triangles denote Mojave Desert subregions, circles
enote Coast Ranges subregions, and squares denote Transverse
anges subregions. White numbers are used as identifiers for the 18

ubregions.
ucea �2000� and Saltus and Lachenbruch �1991�, the thermal gra-
ient of the lower crust beneath the Sierra Nevada is actually much
igher than expected from heat-flow measurements for this geologi-
al province. Therefore, crustal thermal conditions predicted by our
urie depth estimates may be more reliable than those predicted

rom heat-flow measurements, at least for subregions 5 and 10.
Another proxy for temperature at depth is the depth extent of the

eismogenic zone. Earthquakes rarely occur at depths greater than
he brittle-ductile transition, which is strongly temperature-depen-
ent �300 ± 50°C�, but can also be affected by lithology, stress type,
nd strain rate �Sibson, 1982, 1983; Bonner et al., 2003�. Because
oth Curie depth and the depth above which earthquakes nucleate
re temperature-dependent, these measurements should be linearly
elated.

Figure 5 shows the depth of the seismogenic zone, D90, plotted
gainst our calculated Curie depths. We have considered the seis-
ogenic zone to be the region of the crust above which 90% of all

arthquakes occur, a definition that should exclude deep, mislocated
utliers. We also rejected earthquake locations with depth and hori-
ontal location errors greater than ±5 km. The earthquake data used
n this study are from the Northern �NCEDC� and Southern Califor-
ia Earthquake Data Centers �SCEDC� and span a 10-year period,
rom August 27, 1993, to August 27, 2003 �NCEDC, Berkeley Seis-
ological Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley; SCEDC,
eismological Laboratory at Caltech, Pasadena�.
In general, we see a linear relationship between D90 and calculated

urie depths �Figure 5�, which gives us confidence that our calculat-

igure 4. The relationship between estimated Curie depths and aver-
ge heat flow for 18 subregions of California. GV/SN corresponds to
ubregions within the Great Valley and Sierra Nevada, CR from the
oast Ranges, M from the Mojave Desert, and Tran from the Trans-
erse Ranges. Error bars on the heat flow are ±1� from the mean. Er-
or bars on Curie depths are determined by fitting a number of curves
o the spectra for each subregion.Also shown on this figure are theo-
etical curves for the 1D, heat-conductive model �equation 1� using a
easonable magnitude range in values for the coefficient of thermal
onductivity ���. The theoretical curves come from equation 1,
here � was varied from 1.3 to 5.9 W/m°K �Sass et al., 1971�, �c

580°C, and q ranged from 0 to 120 mW/m2. Points 5, 8, 10, and
1 are discussed in the Results and Discussion sections of the paper,
nd their geographical locations are shown in Figure 3.
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d Curie depths reflect average thermal conditions for the crust of
alifornia.
Subregions 5 and 10 �discussed above and shown in Figures 3–5�

ave shallow D90 depths despite having low heat flow, which sug-
ests that both of these areas have elevated thermal gradients at
epth. Again, this finding agrees with those of Brady and Ducea
2000� and Saltus and Lachenbruch �1991�, who suggested that the
hermal gradient at depth for the Sierra Nevada is higher than pre-
icted from surface heat-flow measurements because of astheno-
pheric upwelling. The D90 depths for both of these subregions agree
ith our estimated Curie depths. Thus, at least in these specific areas,
urie depths more accurately represent crustal thermal conditions

han heat-heat flow measurements.
In contrast, the Curie depth calculated for subregion 12, centered

ver the Transverse Ranges, is shallower than predicted by its D90

epth �Figures 3 and 5�. Sibson �1982, 1983� proposed that deep
eismicity observed for the Western Transverse Ranges may arise
rom the depression of the thermal gradient at depth owing to high
ates of imbricate thrust stacking that have uplifted the ranges. This
hickening and thrusting may have placed highly magnetic material
ver more weakly magnetized rocks, causing the calculation of a
hallower Curie depth than expected from the D90 value for this sub-
egion. Alternatively, since this subregion encompasses magnetic
nomalies from the Mojave Desert, the estimated Curie depth for
his subregion may be an average of the Curie depths for the Mojave
esert and Transverse Ranges geologic provinces.
Thus it appears that much of the complexity implied by the scatter

n Figure 4 results from the tectonic and thermal complexities of Cal-
fornia. This gives us some confidence that our methodology can be
ranslated to intraplate areas with fewer heat-flow measurements if
ufficient geologic and thermal information is available to validate
he estimated depths to Curie-temperature isotherm.

CONCLUSIONS

We have applied spectral analysis to aeromagnetic anomalies in
rder to estimate depths to the Curie-temperature isotherm beneath
alifornia, a region with an abundance of heat-flow measurements.
e found a general inverse correlation between calculated Curie

epths and heat flow in California, with high-heat-flow regions
Coast Ranges and Mojave Desert� characterized by shallow Curie
epths and low-heat-flow regions �Great Valley� corresponding to

igure 5. Depth above which 90% of earthquakes nucleate, D90, ver-
us estimated Curie depths for each subregion of California. Error
ars for D90 come from the NCEDC and SCEDC earthquake cata-
ogs. Explanations about GV/SN, CR, M, and Tran are the same as
igure 4. Points 5, 10, and 12 are discussed in the Results and Dis-
ussion sections of the paper, and their geographical locations are
hown in Figure 3.
eeper Curie depths. In addition, our calculated Curie depths agree
enerally with locations of deepest earthquakes across California,
roviding confidence that our method is sampling the Curie-temper-
ture isotherm and assessing reasonable average thermal conditions
or the crust of California.
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